UniFirst Product Protection Process (PPP) for Healthcare Industry

UniFirst PLANT PPP

*CCP #1
Wash Prep
Healthcare products stored in slings/hampers, staged in preparation for washing

*CCP #2
 PPP Wash Process
Computer controlled product- and/or industry-specific wash formula consistent with CDC goals

*CCP #3
Inspection
10-point inspection for all garments

GARMENTS
Garments needing replacement are pulled, replaced by stockroom and put through Healthcare wash process

Garments passing inspection are sent directly to pressing/steam tunnel

Garments needing mending/repairs are identified with orange washer or repair tag

*CCP #4
Delivery Prep (Linen)
Process (and poly-wrap/bag linens) for delivery, consistent with customer requirements

*CCP #4
Delivery Prep (Garments)
Process and poly-wrap garments (optional) for delivery, consistent with customer requirements

CMMS Equipment Maintenance Report

Chemical Soap Vendor Report

Portal-to-portal sanitization control
Cross-contamination protection
Documented, verifiable processing
Healthcare-trained service staff
Healthcare-specific safety garments
Custom programs and services

See reverse side for UniFirst Processing Branch PPP flow chart.
UniFirst Product Protection Process (PPP) for Healthcare Industry

*CCP #1 Wash Prep
Healthcare products stored in slings/hampers, staged in preparation for washing

*CCP #2 PPP Wash Process
Computer controlled product- and/or industry-specific wash formula consistent with CDC goals

*CCP #3 Inspection
10-point inspection for all garments

*CCP #4 Delivery Prep (Garments)
Process and poly-wrap garments for delivery, consistent with customer requirements

*CCP #4 Delivery Prep (Linen)
Process (and poly-wrap/bag) linen for delivery, consistent with customer requirements

*CCP #5 Delivery Prep
Garments needing mending/repairs are identified with orange washer or repair tag

Hazard analysis and critical control plans play a vital role in your infection control initiatives. UniFirst helps you achieve your “clean process” goals through our Product Protection Process (see flow chart).

- Portal-to-portal sanitization control
- Cross-contamination protection
- Documented, verifiable processing
- Healthcare-trained service staff
- Healthcare-specific safety garments
- Custom programs and services